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ABSTRACT

This chapter describes how the California Digital Library (CDL) supports the thousands of electronic journals, databases, collections and reference works that are licensed by CDL on behalf of the ten campuses of the University of California (UC). Three key components are vital to the success of this activity: the involvement of librarians at all the campuses to monitor and evaluate UC’s electronic resources; CDL’s internal processes for working with vendors; and CDL’s requirements documents which emphasize both technical standards and best practices. By sharing these processes and documents, the authors hope to provide a foundation for developing practices to work successfully with vendors and ensure quality for library patrons.

INTRODUCTION

The California Digital Library (CDL) licenses thousands of electronic journals, databases, collections and reference works on behalf of the ten campuses of the University of California (UC), which are located across the state of California from San Diego in the south to Davis in the north. The CDL is an all-digital library and is located at the UC Office of the President, rather than on a campus. The CDL’s responsibilities include monitoring UC’s systemwide electronic resources for access, performance, features, functionality, completeness of content and usage. Within this large consortium, the relationships are complex, and the range of digital content provided to end
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users takes many forms and covers many subjects. Since the CDL is not directly connected to the users of the electronic resources we license, we have created a process to gather and share information about electronic resource use, monitor and evaluate the resources, prioritize issues and problems, and work with vendors to improve the resources.

This chapter describes three key components of the CDL’s electronic resources program: the involvement of librarians at all the campuses to monitor and evaluate UC’s electronic resources; CDL’s internal processes for working with vendors; and CDL’s requirements documents which emphasize both technical standards and best practices. The authors hope these processes and documents will provide a foundation for librarians who wish to develop practices for working successfully with vendors and ensuring quality for end users, regardless of the size of their organization and numbers of staff.

BACKGROUND

Today’s libraries license and provide access to an ever-increasing array of digital content from a wide variety of vendors. The vendors, and associated publishers and platforms, can range from small scholarly organizations to large corporations, and have varying levels of technical expertise and engagement with librarians.

UC makes a sizable investment in licensing electronic resources from these vendors, and we must ensure that our investment results in useful content and services for our end users. The electronic resources licensed by the CDL on behalf of the campuses fall into two categories: resources licensed for all ten UC campuses, which we call “tier 1” resources, and resources that are championed by one UC campus and may include other campuses in the license, called “tier 2” resources. The ten campuses license electronic resources for the use of their individual campus locally, but these are currently out of the scope of our programs. However, some of the principles we describe could indeed be adapted to an individual campus or library.

Everything we do is for the purposes of ensuring a quality research experience for the students, faculty and staff of our university. The quality of their experience is critical for their pursuits of teaching, research and knowledge. Because the CDL centrally licenses electronic resources for all ten campuses, we are well positioned to advocate for quality. But this effort also involves our campus librarians, since it is they who work with the end users and are the subject experts.

The two primary groups whose work we will discuss are the CDL Resource Liaisons (CDL, 2005b), a campus-based, consortium-wide group, and a team of six staff at CDL called the Resource Wranglers. The beginnings of our current processes date back to 1999, when CDL formed the Resource Liaisons group to monitor UC-wide licensed electronic resources.

The CDL’s electronic resources program, which includes the Resource Liaisons and the Resource Wranglers, demonstrates that a successful program does not have to be centralized to provide maximum benefit and that it can be achieved without requiring an enormous amount of time from any one staff member. Investing the time to identify the services critical to users, the technologies necessary to support these services, and the requirements that brings these together is necessary for a successful program. In addition, these activities provide vendors with a clear picture of the user community and can aid them in their process of product development.

THE CDL RESOURCE LIAISON PROGRAM

Central to CDL’s “watchdog” efforts is a group called the CDL Resource Liaisons. Resource liai-